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The following is a description of the process that I have used to modify the console eject box for e38, 
e39, e46 and x5’s, part number 84-21-6-933-415. This method leaves the top of the ejector box 
rails intact and the sides of the ejector box intact (no holes blown through) for a factory look finish. If 
you take your time and go at this at a moderate pace, plan on an hour and a half to two hours to 
perform the mod. Your mileage may of course vary. 
 

 

 

Note:Note:Note:Note: I have come across two different styles of the console eject boxes in my travels. For those with a 
manufacture date on the back of ’03 I will refer to them in this article as the “Old Style”, and for those 
with a manufacture date of ’04 I will refer to as the “New Style”. 

 

Tools & Tools & Tools & Tools & Equipment Equipment Equipment Equipment Required:Required:Required:Required:    
    

�    Console Eject Box (Part #: 84-21-6-933-415) 
�    Dremel  
�    Dremel bits – straight (#9901); large ball cutter  
        (#9905); and  ¼ “ drum sander #430  
        with 120 grit paper 
�    #8 Torx drive 
�    #1 Phillips screwdriver 
�    Flathead screwdriver 
�    1  Pair of Pliers 
�    Spring clamps 
�    Exacto knife with #11 blades 
�    1/4 inch chisel 
 

 
 
�    Mill/Double cut file with no cut on one edge 
�    Masking tape 
�    Canned or compressed air 
�    Marking device of choice – sharp pencil, scribe 
�    Safety glasses 
 
Older style of console eject box will also require: 

�   Dental floss 
�   Thin strip of metal with 90 degree hook on end (a model 
rocket engine retainer clip works great) or 3/16ths drill bit and 
a 1/8 inch dowel/rod 

 



DDDDisassembly Instructionsisassembly Instructionsisassembly Instructionsisassembly Instructions    
    
New Style Eject BoxNew Style Eject BoxNew Style Eject BoxNew Style Eject Box    
 

Remove the four Torx screws from the bottom of the console eject box. This will allow the top 
and bottom halves to come apart. Unlike the older style no pieces should fall out freely. The pairing 
button and its circuit board are part of the bottom half as apposed to the old style in which it is 
installed directly into the top half. The only piece that may come undone is the adapter hook. If it comes 
off of its mount, set it and the spring aside till later. 
 

The eject tray can be removed at this time. It has a pivot point at the front that lightly snaps 
into the bottom half. The pivot points are what the tray templates use for reference. When removing 
the tray make note of the brass spring clip that is under the front of the eject tray. Odds are good 
that this is going to fall out at some point in the modifications, so remove it and set it aside. Removal 
is by lifting up on the rear of the spring and unhooking it from the front retaining tab. The tray in the new 
style eject box differs from the old in that the springs for the tray are now fitted too two posts under 
the rear of the tray rather than attached off of the rear of the tray and then too the top half of the 
eject box. 
 

 

New Style Cox Completely Disassembled.  Note that the pairing button location is on the bottom left half 
and the spring location on the tray is changed from the older style box.    



Old StylOld StylOld StylOld Style Eject Boxe Eject Boxe Eject Boxe Eject Box    
    

First, remove the two front Torx screws. Next, remove the two rear Phillips head screws. You 
may not have the screws un-screw per se, but find instead that the back of the eject box simply 
separates. This is caused by some (most so far) eject boxes not having Lock-Tite on the rear screws.  

 
Unscrew till the two halves come apart. The hook that holds the adapter will fall out and 

possibly also the eject button too. Not too worry, you will find out a new use for dental floss shortly. 
Take the springs that are attached to the eject tray off of the two silver posts that have un-screwed 
from the top half. Grip posts with pliers and remove the two Phillips screws. 
 
 The eject tray can be removed at this time. It has a pivot point at the front that lightly snaps 
into the bottom half. The pivot points are what the tray templates use for reference. When removing 
the tray make note of the brass spring clip that is under the front of the eject tray. Odds are good 
that this is going to fall out at some point in the modifications, so remove it and set it aside. Removal 
is by lifting up on the rear of the spring and unhooking it from the front retaining tab. 
 
 The two halves of the console eject box are now apart and still joined by 
the wiring going to the pairing button in the front. At this point you have a choice. 
You can leave the two halves joined by the wiring and be careful in handling the unit, 
or you can remove the circuit board for the voice pairing to ease handling. If you 
choose to remove the circuit board, remove the Phillips screws on each side and 
carefully lift off the circuit board. If all goes well you will now have the board 
removed and will be able to see that the pairing button has a very tiny spring attached to it. Remove the 
pairing button (see photo to right) and set aside till later. Should you have the misfortune when 
removing the circuit board of having the spring fall out, it goes back on the pairing button in the front in a 
small recess. 

    

    
Old Style Cox Completely Disassembled. Note the circled area indicating where the springs exist. 



Modifications Modifications Modifications Modifications –    ApplyApplyApplyApply to bo to bo to bo to both stylesth stylesth stylesth styles    of of of of boxesboxesboxesboxes    
TrayTrayTrayTray    
    
 Apply masking tape to the outside of both sides of the eject tray. This will allow you to better 
see the cut markings. Take the templates I have created and print them out. Now place them against 
their respective sides and mark the shaded areas for removal (see highlighted areas below).  
 

For the right side pocket hole for the front post of the Razr adapter, I suggest using the 
straight cut bit on the Dremel. The other two removal areas can be done with a file. Insert Razr adapter 
into tray and check fit. Two choices here on material removal, go big and check once, or work your way up 
to final fitment. The choice is yours. 
 

 
 

 



TemplatesTemplatesTemplatesTemplates    
    

 
The shaded areas shown are the “areas” that need to be removed. 



Top Half of Eject Box RailsTop Half of Eject Box RailsTop Half of Eject Box RailsTop Half of Eject Box Rails    
    
 Again apply masking tape to the inside of both top rails of the eject box. Take the templates 
and mark the areas for removal. For work on the top of the ejector box change the Dremel bit to the 
round cutter head. You will have to remove two areas on both sides of the top. 
 

 The right hand side needs removal to allow the locking tab of the Razr adapter to swing out 
when the adapter is opened. Once you have removed the area of the inside of the rail, gently remove a 
little more material from the side of the top behind the cutout area to allow tab movement. The other 
area on the right only needs removal of rail material to allow the front alignment post to seat properly. 
No need to remove material from the top’s side. 
 

The left side requires the most work. Remove the material from the tops side rails in the marked 
areas. Initially remove rail material up to the thickness of the rail’s top for both areas. The front area 
will require some material removal from the tops side from behind the areas opening. This is to allow the 
front of the Razr adapter hinge to operate.  
 

The back area is the one that you will have to spend the most time with. To smooth out the cut 
out areas I used a ¼ inch chisel to draw file the cuts to even them out with the thickness of the top rail. 
This piece would fall under the optional list, but it cleans up the cut out and makes for a uniform 
line/thickness. In order for the rear hinge/usb/antenna part of the Razr adapter to have clearance to 
operate, you will have to remove about 3/32 of material from the side of the top half behind the rear 
cutout. For really smooth operation on the Razr adapter, join the two halves of ejector box back 
together without the tray in, and ‘shave’ the inside of the ejector box about a ½ inch into the bottom 
half. 
 

Clean up and de-bur cut out areas. Blow out plastic chips from cutting. Temporarily reassemble 
console eject box (use masking tape or spring clamps to hold together). You can reassemble with the 
Razr adapter in place, or you can insert the adapter by carefully spreading the left side of the ejector 
box to allow the Razr adapter to slip by. Check open/close action of Razr adapter for binding. Touch up 
areas as required.  

 

 



 
The author’s wooden mock console to test the fit of the pieces after Dremel process to ensure a proper fit and finish. 

 

The RThe RThe RThe Razr Adapterazr Adapterazr Adapterazr Adapter    
    
 The Razr adapter shares the same base part as the other snap-in 
adapters so the latch area for the retaining hook exists; it just has to be 
revealed. This is done by removing about a 1/16th to a 1/8th of material 
from the back of the adapter. Place a piece of masking tape across the 
top of the back of the adapter in line with the outer edges. This will leave a 
small portion of plastic exposed at the rear of the adapter.  
 

Remove this area down to the part line between the top and 
bottom halves of the adapter, thus exposing the latch area for the 
retaining hook to grab.  Mods are now complete. 

 

    

Final Final Final Final AssemblyAssemblyAssemblyAssembly    
 
New StyleNew StyleNew StyleNew Style    
    

Providing you have no errant parts when you took the two halves apart, simply reinstall the 
brass spring at the front of the bottom half of the eject box if it was removed. Snap eject tray into 
pivot points and make sure springs align with tabs. Razr adapter can go in now or later. Put two halves 
together. Install the four Torx screws and tighten. Insert the Razr adapter, if not already in, by 
carefully spreading the left side of the ejector box to allow the adapter to slip by. Put eject box back 
into console and hook up. Enjoy!      

 
 Now if the adapter hook came out sometime in the mod process, put the hook back into its 

mount, first making sure that the eject button is in its place. Looking at the top half from the bottom 
(upside down), the retaining/return spring goes on the left post and seats in a slot at about 9 o’clock. 
Seat the spring and wind the other end around and set it into the notch on the adapter hook. 

 
NoteNoteNoteNote: No unit was available to the author at the time of writing to document illustrated steps. 

    
    



Old StyleOld StyleOld StyleOld Style    
    
Step 1:Step 1:Step 1:Step 1: First off reinstall the brass clip at the front of the bottom half of the eject box, if removed. 

 

 
    
Step 2Step 2Step 2Step 2: Reinstall voice pairing circuit board and button in top half of eject box, if removed earlier. 
    

    
    



Step 3:Step 3:Step 3:Step 3: Next the eject tray needs to have the two springs at the rear attached to the top half of the 
eject box. Simply take the two silver posts, hook the brass coloured clips over the threaded end of the 
post and screw in.  Note in these two photos the S-shaped brass clips are shown being mounted upside 
down incorrectly – you should of course reverse it as seen in the next step. 
 

  

 
 
Step 4Step 4Step 4Step 4:::: Now for the fun part, put the eject button back into its place, then set the adapter retaining 
hook onto its pivot point/perch. To do this easily, rip off a length of dental floss and use this to wrap 
around the end of the top half and capture the adapter retaining hook. Tie a couple of square knots and 
pull tight to secure the retaining hook in the open position (will default to this when floss pulled tight). 
 

 
    
Step 5Step 5Step 5Step 5:::: Start putting the two halves together by getting them lined up and snap the eject tray into its 
pivot points on the bottom half.  

 

 



Step 6Step 6Step 6Step 6:::: Then using a thin metal hook (model rocket engine retainer used) or other that you can fashion 
yourself) gently ‘hook’ the top of the brass spring in the bottom half and pull slightly forward to allow 
the base of the adapter retaining hook to slide behind it. 

    

    

    
    

Step 7Step 7Step 7Step 7:::: The two halves of the eject box should now be joined together again. Install Torx screws at the 
front and the Phillips screws at the back.  Note I have not removed the dental floss yet, that’s next. 
 

 



Step 8Step 8Step 8Step 8: Now, use the Exacto knife to cut the dental floss free and remove it. 
 

 
 
Step 9:Step 9:Step 9:Step 9: Insert the Razr adapter by carefully spreading the left side of the ejector box to allow the 

adapter to slip by. Put eject box back into console and hook up. Enjoy! 
 

 
 



Step 10:Step 10:Step 10:Step 10: The completed mount awaiting your vehicles console. Enjoy! 
 

 


